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"blitz! you can't
die! I love you!
it is true! I only
pretended not to
like you all
these years."

in...
in...
when we last left the road
rovers, they had been
dispatched to the obliterator.
a huge laser used to stop
asteroids crashing into earth.
the master has hopes in using
it against a menacing alien
spaceship that leaves death
and destruction in its path. but
in their attempts hunter and
exile were captured at the laser
by captain storm while blitz
and colleen were caught in the
control center by parvo. but
blitz has fallen in battle by a
poisonous felomutant. as we
tune in, a tearful colleen
morns the death of her friend
and apparently so much more...

to everyone's
surprise, blitz
comes back to life...

"what the...
has his
ghost come
back to
haunt me?"

"it's too
late mutt!
he is dead!"

"relax
heneral, he
was never
poisoned."

"what
treachery
is this?"
colleen bursts
into tears when
she sees this is
true...

"one rover
dead and the
other's will to
fight crushed.
this has been a
very good day."

but it is a day that
is about to get
worse...

"ya, pretty
girl dog
loves me as
much as I
love myself."

"I do what
villainesses do
best, lie. I never
altered my
felomutants to
have poison. I
just said it in
hopes the
rovers would
surrender."

"ooo, very
devilish of
you groomer.
that is why I
like you so
much, I can
never trust
you."

"sorry to have to
burst your
bubble... actually,
I am happy to. but I
don't love you."

"but I heard
you tell me
that you do!"

"i thought you were really dying mate and
said the first thing that came to my head
that might give you a reason to live."
"the question
is what do we
do with these
two love
birds."

"ooo, i hate it
when they always
lie to me."

meanwhile,
back with exile
and hunter...

"It seems the
best torture
would have
them share
a cell."

"I think you
are right,
groomer."

"yes, but not as
mad at my own
government for
court marshaling
me! but with this
laser they will pay!"

"but this laser
only points
upski towards
stars. what kind
of vengance
could you
causeski?"

"let's give a
demostration
of the power
of this laser
to our alien
friends to
show them we
mean
business."

"the key to the
success to any
government is
knowing what
your enemy is
up to. your
government
relies heavily
on using
satellites for
this sole
purpose."

"oh come on and
admit it, storm. you
are still mad that the
NFL for allowing the
Cleveland Browns to
move to Baltimore."

"In fact, you rovers have
a vast network of spy
satellites orbting the
earth constantly
monitoring for trouble.
without them you are all
helpless which is why they
are my first targets."

"with the stealth
technology of the
alien ship only
our satellites can
trackski it! you
can't do this!"

"first of all,
never tell me what
I can and can't do.
I'm letting you
live for now out
of a courtesy..."

"Oh boyski, I wish I
had a dog biscuit
for every time I
heard thatski."

"second of all, my
country abandoned me
in my moment of need
so now I'm going to
return the favor."

"whoa dude! if we
don't stop that
ship there will be
nothing of the
earth left to
gloat over!"

hunter realizes his
words are wasted when
he sees the insane smile
on storm's face...

but with parvo,
things aren't
going so well...

"you going
to take that
groomer?"

"what do you
mean we
can't target
the laser?"

"save your
breath mutt, you
can't play us
against each
other!"

"it is like I said, heneral!
we have lost connection
with the laser."

"then reesablish
it! I must have
control!"

"hey exile, isn't it
just mean how
these two are
holding out on
their loyal
felomutants here."

"bummer.
then I guess
it is time
for plane B."

"this is not a
technical glitch, it is
deliberate! And since
it was done not on our
end I can't do a thing!"

"Huhski?"

but when hunter
winks at exile he
understands...

"fix it or else
groomer!"

"da, how they gloat they
have all the catnipski
stored away for parvo
and won't share any with
their loyal troops."

the super felines
quickly turn on
their masters...

meow?
meow?

"control your
pets groomer or
I'll make you pay!"

"yeah dude, it was
also cold when
they said the
kitties were too
stupid to enjoy it."

hisss!
hisss!
"it is a trick!
don't listen to
them you fools!"

hissss!
hissss!

"i wish I
had a hose
to use!"
"now they are
calling you
foolish, are
you going to
take thatski?"

"you think
that would
stop them?"

roar!!!
roar!!!

"i don't know, i
was planning to
use it on you!"

"first target
acquired,
captain."

the enraged monsters
turn on groomer and
parvo, what followed
is not suitable for
younger readers...

"excellent. We will pick off the
satellites one by one as they
orbit into range. once they
are blinded the government
will listen to me."

"you want to show them
how powerful you
really are dude, then
take out the alien ship."

"your begging is a pleasant change,
mutt. but you have no need to fear. I'm
going to make the officials that
brought me down sweat for a bit in the
dark, then I will deal with the aliens."

"so we are
swithcing back
to Hunter...

"nyet! once big baddest
aliens detectski the power
of this wepaon they will
turn this place into rubble
before you know it. we only
have one shotski at this!"

"with your
constant
whining I
know why I
hate dogs."

"we have a
positive lock,
sir. awaiting
your orders."

before anyone
can realize it,
hunter uses his
super speed to
race around the
room and grab
all the weapons
from the
baddies...

"at last the world will feel the wraith
of Zachary storm through this super
powered weapon! bwha! ha! ha! ha!"

"super powers?
you thinking
what I'm
thinking dude?"

"da, i
forgotski i
still had
them."

"uh oh."

"nice
work
dude!"

and exile uses his
freezing sight power
to freeze everyone
into blocks of ice...
"thank you
comrade hunter.
but what do we do
next? aliens are
still ready to
destroy earthski."

but before
hunter has a
chance to
respond to
exile the
question is
answered for
him...

"hunter, I just got
off with the
master. he wants
you and blitz to
cart the prisoners
away to RRMC
pronto just incase
what we are about
to try goes
horribly wrong."

"what are
you about
to do?"

"exile is to
reconnect the
laser to this
station and
hubert is going to
try and talk me
through targeting
the alien ship!"

hunter doesn't want to turn
tail and leave his friends
behind, but his loyalty to
the master and his trust in
the others know it is the
right thing to do...

which is good
because he fixes
the connection in
record time...

"all
setski!"

"now to find
that bloody
alien ship
and put it
out of..."

"uh oh! according to
this it is right over
RRMC! They must
blooming know that the
satellites are
controlled from there!
if they take RRMC out
they have won!"

"i only have one shot
at this! I better not
muck it up!"

with not a
moment to
spare, colleen
targets the
alien ship and
fires...

but hunter is
there to stop
them...

the ship is sent
crashing to the ground.
the once mighty warship
is now just a pile of
twisted metal...

"alright tou
aliens! we
know you are
in there! come
out with your
tentacles up!"

"alright! don't
shoot! I'm
coming out!"

yet the ship may be
destroyed but the
aliens inside still
live! they step out
to cause havoc on
the world...

bear, leader
of the strayer
group the
grizzlies...

"bear! were you
being held captive
by the aliens?"

"the evil alien steps
out to reveal they
really are...

later, the rovers are
assembled before the master
as he debriefs them...

"I'm happy to report
bear has not turned
against us. His
mission had been in
the feloid universe."

"aliens? what do you mean, i
am captain of this ship...
or what is left of it."

"what? where is
the rest of
your team?"

"they went out the
back, i was to keep
the enemy busy while
they got into RRMC."

"good, they will be
easily captured
because you are
all under arrest!"

"huh?"

"since he helped put
down their enemies,
the dogma, they
gave him the ship
as a gift. it was
programmed to
come back here
automatically to
RRMC but when our
mars base
challenged it went
into self defense
mode."

"that is why it
attacked the space
rovers and all that
went against it."

"yes, this was all
confirmed by their
queen, katrina."

"as far as the rest of you. you did
a great job once more, rovers.
despite the odds you come up on
top not to mention storm and
parvo are safely locked away in
jail. you are good good dogs."

afterwards,
hunter goes over
to colleen...

"the mission
is officially
over so you
want to do
our usual and
play fetch?"

"thank you
master. it was
our blooming
pleasure."
"sorry chum, but
thanks to blitz I'm
not wasting any
more time chasing
after you. I'm after
another dog now."

"but with our
reoccuring
villain locked
up who is there
left to fight?"

ha!
ha!ha!
ha!ha!
ha!

"come on,
who in their
right mind
would
cancel the
road
rovers?"

"no seriously
dude, i have a
contract. are
we being
cancelled?"

"ya, i finally
get the pretty
she dog!"

"that is a total
bummer but
maybe I can get
shag to throw
the ball for me."

"please don't tell
me it is me
comrade colleen!"

"am I that bloody
repulsive that
you'd hate to
spend the rest of
your life with?"

"neyt, if it was for
rest of lifeski
that would be
dokey oakey. but if
I would ever to
break up with you,
I'd end up with a
bigger medical
bill than fluffy."

"sorry blitz,
but I'm not
talikng about
you. there is a
very special
dog that I
want to sniff."

rooo?
rooo?

"well you can
blooming
relax exile,
it isn't you
either."

"and it isn't
you either
shag!"

whew!
whew!
"hey dude, how
good is your
throwing arm?"

"and before
any of the
blokes even
can consider
it isn't
muzzle! or
the master!
or bear! or
even hubert!"

"then who is
it colleen?"

later, in a secured
hallway deep within
the base...

"oh no! I'm not
going to have
you blokes
muck it up! it
is going to
remain my
little secret!"

a secret
rendezvous is
in progress...

and with that,
colleen storms
off in a huff...

"hey, when
you got it
you got it."

"i'm here my love!
sniff my tail!
lick my face!
Take me in your
arms and never
let me go!"

"yes
darling."

the
the end!
end!

